


ttuTRoDUcTtotrf:
Before unpacking your new Digital Reverb, take a moment to look through this instruc-
t ion manual. We've made it brief and informative. Some helpful setup thoughts are
included along with some application hints.

The MICROVERBo II represents a clear breakthrough in signal processing tech-
nology. Util izing the Alesis R.l.S.C. (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) architecture,
the MICROVERB II provicies clean, quiet, professional digital reverberation with the
cost and simplicity of spring units. The entire digital processing system is contained on
a s ingle chip,  developed by Ales is  Research Department ,  speci f  ica l ly  for  the
M ICROVERB I I .  Using h igh speed complementary-metal -ox ide-semiconductor
(CMOS) silicon processing, the MICROVERB II chip replaces several circuit cards of
components, while consuming very little power.

The reverb programs were developed on our interactive rogm simulation and devel-
opment system. Philosophically, the objective of reverberation is to enhance a dramatic
performance, adding space, power, depth. Natural spaces tend to sound more pleas-
ing than the simulated reverb types such as springs and plates, and forthis reason, we
use room terminology in describing our programs. The programs coverawide rangeof
sizes and qualities, and include such unnatural concepts as gated and reverse types.

,wSTA[|'LATtONt
Guitars, Keyboards:
The MICROVERB II has high impedance inputs ideally suited for use with instrument
pickups. Further, if the left input only is used, the input signal wil l appear as mono
(present in both channels) atthe dry side of the mix control. Adjustthe input levelforthe
level indicator flashing to red on occasional transients. A green condition of the indi-
cator shows that the signal is sufficient for good signal to noise ratios.

MixingGonsoles:
The MICROVERB II handles mono or stereo sends at all system levels. The input
circuitry of the MICROVERB II can easily handle +4 levels (+ 20 dB peaks), while
having enough input gain to interface with the extremely low signal levels of budget
recording systems. As with instruments, if the left input alone is used with a mono
source, it will appear in both channels of the dry output, leaving the reverb output in full
stereo. In professional applications, it is suggested that the output control be set
a t  max imum,  whe re  the  MICROVERB I I  w i l l  bes t  d r i ve  max imum leve l s  a t  l ow
impedances. When using with the sends and receives of a console, the mix control
should be set to full reverb.

llounting:
The MICROVERB II as a part of the Alesis Micro Series, is mountable in the Micro-
Rack Adapter, where three such devices fit perfectly. Assembly is quick and simple, a
single screw secures each device in place. The unique design of the Micro Series case
allows the devices to lock together to form a solid rack package, or to stand alone as
single units.

Powen
The MICROVERB II is pcnrvered by a remote supply providing 9 volts AC through a 3.5
mm plug. This power supply approach keeps stray magnetic fields from interfering with
low level signals, allows easy conversion to alternate power sources (220V), and further
reduces the unit's physical size and valuable panel space. Although many Micro series
devices could be powered by a single supply, this is not advisable, as ground loops
would be set up between units, leading to excessive hum and noise in the system.



APPL'CAT'OIYS..
MICROVERB II is a revolution ln the development of digital reverb in that it represents a
phenomenal price/performance ratio, while reducing the physical size from large,
bulky hardware towhat you can now hold in the palm of your hand. The 16 programs in
MICROVERB II are the distillation of years of exhaustive research by Alesis into the phe-
nomenon of sound as it occurs naturally in space. From small, intimate room settings to
large unobstructed spaces, to useful gated and reverse reverb effects, MICROVERB II
offers a powerful level of sonic flexibility that will expand and polish the sound of any
recording. Moreover, its rugged portability, simplicity and convenient input character-
istics make it the logical choice for recreating studio quality sound in live performance,

HOW 7O USE M'CROVERB'I INYOUN STUD'O
The 16 programs in MICROVERB II offer a wide range of ambient spaces. lts compact,
affordable format means that even the smallest 4 track studio can own more than one
MICROVERB IL One of the greatest differences between home recordings and top
fl ight record productions is in the quality and number of high performance reverb
processors. Simply stated, the big studios have a lot of digital reverbs and smaller stu-
dios usually don't. MICROVERB II changes allthat.

The illustration shows a typical reverb assignment for a no holds barred record pro-
duction. While this setup may not represent the capabilities of your own recording
efforts, it does illustrate why modern recordings sound so spacious and dramatic. The
16 bit processor in MICROVERB II allows you to create this sense of spacewith crystal-
line clarity and great resolution.

These programs were chosen for the purpose of creating a 'sound stage' for the
musical performance. There is a well defined sense of three dimensional space that is
occupied by each instrument: left to right and front to back. The blocks in the illustration
indicate the physical placement of each instrument, and the spreading of the sound
due to the psychoacoustic imaging characteristics of each program. Notice that the
small programs have more of a centered spatial image while the large programs are
wider, more open and spacious.

Recommended programs are listed by number next to each instrument. These pro-
gram suggestions are based on cunent popular uses of digital reverb, but use your imagi-
nation and please experiment. Musical style, personal taste and creativity are your guide-
lines. This mix uses 9 MICROVERB II programs simultaneously. The affordability of
MICROVERB II easi ly brings at least a portion of this mix within the reach of a// studios.

The mix control settings apply to either the mix control on MICROVERB II for stand
alone operation, or the settings can apply to the sends and receives of a mixing con-
sole. IMPORTANT! When used with the sends and receives of a mixing console the mix
control on MICROVERB II should always be set fully cloclovise, and the returns on the
console oanned hard left and rioht for the full stereo effect.

MIXCONTROL
PROGRAM atcDry %Wel

SNARE DRUM
LEADVOCAL MEDIUM4 OR LARGE 1 60
BACKGROUNDVOCALS. IVEDIUMs
LEAD INSTRUMENTS (ouitar. sax. svnth. etc.) LARGE 1 50
RHYTHM GUITAR AND KEYBOARDS SMALL I  or2 50-100
HORN SECTION LARGE 2 60-50

HI HAT. SMALL 1 or 2

50-100STRINGS LARGE 1
PERCUSSION AND CYMBALS LARGE 1 OR 60-70

MEDIUM 2
TOMS. .  MEDIUM3 50
KICK DRUM SMALL 1
BASS GUITAR. SMALL 2



does cause interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined
by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the inter-
terence by one or more of the following measures:

- Reorient the receiving antenna.
-Relocate the product with respect to the receiver
-Move the product away from the receiver
-Plug the product into a different outlet so that product and receiver are on different

branch circuits.
lf necessary the user should consult the dealer or an experienced radio/television

technician foradditional suggestions.The user mayfind thefollowing booklet prepared
by the Federal communications commission heipful: "How to tdentity and Rbsotve
Radio:TV lnterterence Problems'.'

This booklet is available from the: U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C.20402
(Stock N umber 004-000-00345-4)

sPECrF CATrOtfS:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE 20KHZ (DRY), 1sKHZ (REVERB) :t 2dB

+ 1 K h z

DYNAMIC RANGE 90 dB
p r s T o R T r o N  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , t % ( T y p t c A l )
SIGNAL LEVELS INPUT: -10TO + 20 dBV PEAK

OUTPUT: +8 5 dBV PEAK (REVERB)
OUTPUT: + 20 dBV PEAK (DRY)

INPUT IMPEDANCE . . . . .  1  MEGOHM EACHCHANNEL
5OO K OHM, MONO INPUT

CONVERSION SCHEME 16 BIT LINEAR PCM
PROCESSING MEMORY 32 KILOBYTES
PROCESSoR SPEED. . . . 3 MILLIoN oPER.ISEC
FORMAT INPUT: MATRIXED STEREO

OUTPUT: FULL IMAGED STEREO
DEFEAT EXTEBNAL, SPSTSWITCH (NOTSUPPLIED)

LEVEL INDICAT ION . . . . ORANGE: POWER INDICATION
GREEN: SIGNAL PRESENT
RED: OVERLOAD

CONTROLS INPUT GAIN
I\,4IX RATIO
OUTPUT LEVEL
PROGRAM

PROGBAMS

CONNECTIONS STEREO INPUTS: 7q" PHONE
STEREO OUTPUTS: %" PHONE
DEFEAT: Y4" PHONE
POWEB: 3.5mm PHONE

POWER 9V AC, 5 VOLT-AMPERES

U]TIIEDWARRANTY:
ALESIS warrants this product to be lree of defects in material and workmanship unber normar
use for a period of 90 days. The term of thiswarranty begins on the date of sale tb the purchaser.
Units returned forwarranty repairtoALESlS oran authoi ized ALESIS warranty repairbtat ion wil l
be repaired or replaced at manufacturer's option, f ree of charge. This warrarity ii void if f actory
determines defect to be the result of abuse, neglect, alterati-on or attempteil repair by unau-
thorized personnel. ALESIS assumes no respo-sibi l i ty for loss or damage, dirbct or-conse-
gye_rl lql ,  that may result from thrs product fai i ing to perform at any t ime. Al l  units returned to
ALESIS or  an  au thor ized  ALESIS repa i r  fac i l i i y  must  be  prepa id ,  insured ,  and proper ty
packaged. ALESIS reserves the right io update dny unit retl.rneid for repair. ALESIS'res6rve6
the right to change or improve design at any time without prior notice. Warranty applies in U.S.
only. For warranty informalion in all other countries please refer to Vour local distributor.

PRINTED IN R.O.C



PFOGRAIIIS;
The programs available in the MICROVERB II were selected to offer a complete range

of contemporary reverb types, spanning the entire range of music production. Divided

into large, small and special effect types, the programs are all very different and spe-

cific, but likewise very useful for certain specific music types. (Generalizations about

applications, with specific examples, can be found in the section on applications.)

Small Programs:
Small reverberant spaces have shorter decay times and are characterized by their

smooth, exponential decay. An impulse begins decaying immediately, without exces-

sive initial sound. Plates and chambers have this basic quality. Especially suitable for
generat purpose percussion, the small programs add little character to the original pro-

gram material, but obviously do not convey a feeling of open spaciousness At longer

decay times, the small programs may seem restrictive and tonal for such smooth mate-

rial ai instruments and vocals. The programs are organized in order of increasing

decay time from 1 to 6.

lledium Plograms:
Medium reverbeiant spaces d iff er f rom smal I and large spaces in the way that the initial

attack and decay react, as well as the tonal differences between spaces. With medium

spaces, the attack generates a moderate amount of initial echoes as compared with

larger spaces. The decay is longer than that with a small room These medium pro-

grims are some of the most sought after room and plate spaces and will be used on

most of the reverb chores needed such as lead and background vocals, guitars, key-

boards, horns, etc.

LargePrograms:
Large reverberant spaces return initial echoes for a period of time from the onset of an

impirtse, where the period is a function of the room size. This initial period is uneven before

the smooth exponential decay begins. The large programs of the MICROVERB II are

similar to halls. Such a reverb sound has rnore character than the more bland Small room

sound and lends a beautiful, open spaciousness to vocals and instruments, The large
programs are not intended to be perfectly smooth, and should be used with caution on
pe16ussive material. For large percussion sounds, the gated programs_should be tried.

ine large programs are organized by size and decay time numbered from 1 to 7.

Gated:
Gatel  andGate2di f fer in thedurat ionof thesoundandtherateof  decayof  theta i lo f

the gated sound. Especially popular with snare drums, the effect can be varied consid-

erably with the mix control.

MiCROVERB ltrPtograms
STALLl AMBIENCE
SMALL2 AMBIENCE
SMALL3 SMALI-ROOM
SUALL/I SMALLPLATE

U€DUT'3 MEDIUMROOM
MEDIUM 4 MEDIUM PLATE/STRONG

IMIVlEDIATE ATTACK
TEDIUII5 MEDIUM/LARGE ROOM
TEDIUT6 MEDIUM PLATE/SOFTER

DELAYED ATTACK

LARGE I LOW DIFFUSION VOCAL ROOI\,I
LARGE 2 MEDIUM/LARGE ROOM
LANGE3 LARGEROOM
LARGE4 ENDLESSSPACE

IIEDIUT 1 SMALL/MEDIUM ROOM
T.EDIUM 2 SMALL/MEDIUM ROOM

GATEl POWERGATE
GATE2 BRIGHTGATE

FgcNofrcE,
This equipment generates and uses radio frequency energy and if not installed and

used properly,l that is, in strict accordance with the manufacturer's instructions, may

cause interfeience to radio and television reception. lt has been type tested and found

to comply with the limits for a Class B computing device in accordance with the specifi-

cations in Subpart J of Part 15 of FCC Rules, which are designed to provide reasonable
protection against such interference in a residential installation. Howevef there is no
guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installatlon. lf this equipment
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